FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

CNSG and One Ring Networks Partner to Bring Visibility to I-85 Bridge Collapse
Partners Provide Fixed Wireless Solution and Coverage for Construction Cameras
Atlanta, GA –May 11, 2017 - In the weeks following the massive I-85 bridge collapse just south of
Ga. 400, Atlanta crews have sprung to action. These crews have worked day and night to cure
concrete and fabricate beams along the 350 feet stretch since the March 31st collapse. Fixing a major
infrastructure issue in a booming city is no light feat, and with a project this large, the nation and its
Southeastern commuters are continuously watching.
Major national media outlets including Fox, CBS, and USA Today are assessing the construction
progress, and local stations are keeping a watchful eye in efforts to immediately notify commuters
when the roadways are accessible again.
Converged Network Services Group (CNSG), the premier master distributor for cloud, connectivity,
and cloud enablement and One Ring Networks, a preferred carrier for business connectivity solutions
have partnered to extend this visibility to Atlanta commuters.
Shortly after crews began working, teams responsible for setting up live-feed cameras contacted the
CNSG Atlanta office and requested expedited services for connectivity solutions.
Ryan Will, CNSG Managing Partner and advisor for cloud and data center strategy and Kellie Block,
CNSG National Account Manager, contacted One Ring Networks in search of a flexible fixed wireless
solution. One Ring Networks was immediately able to help. As a result of this partnership, following
the initial inquiry, contracts were drafted and signed within two business days.
A 10 Mbps x 10 Mbps solution was installed, which powered the camera’s live feed. One Ring
Networks provided a flexible contract, which provided a temporary Internet agreement that will cover
the circuit for the duration of the construction.
“We’re thrilled to partner with CNSG to provide crucial connectivity services for construction crews,
who are under intense scrutiny to efficiently finish this massive undertaking,” said Kris Maher, VP of
Sales at One Stream Networks. He continued, “We’re happy to do the same for any small or mid-sized
enterprise organization needing custom solutions with a quick turnaround.”
When can commuters get back to their regularly scheduled lives? Well, you can guarantee that
because of the CNSG and One Ring Networks partnership, Atlanta networks will be the first to know.
About One Ring Networks
One Ring Networks is a preferred carrier providing business connectivity solutions in Atlanta, Georgia,
and Dallas-Fort Worth and Athens, Texas. One Ring Networks supports small, mid-sized and
enterprise organizations with customizable voice and data solutions. Founded in 2005, One Ring
Networks is privately held with headquarters located in Atlanta, Georgia. For more information, visit
www.oneringnetworks.com.
About Converged Network Services Group

Converged Network Services Group (CNSG) is the Premier Master Distributor for Connectivity, Cloud
and Cloud Enablement. Led by form C-Level Carrier Executives and supported by the most
experienced sales team in the industry, CNSG provides assistance with every aspect of Discovery,
Design and Delivery. CNSG is committed to the core philosophy of earning business by building and
maintaining true partnerships with every Customer, Partner and Supplier. This unwavering
commitment to the success of our partnerships has enabled CNSG to be recognized as the fastest
growing Master Agency in the industry. For more information about CNSG, please
visit www.cnsg.com.
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